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Supervision of the liquid waste management company that conducted by Environmental Management Agency (EMA) Tulang Bawang Regency is not optimal. It is because there are violations of liquid waste management company that happens to PT Indo Lampung Perkasa, namely a pungent smell in the area around a pool of waste disposal.

Based on an article 3 of Tulang Bawang Regent Regulation No. 44, 2001 stated that the main duty of BPLHD was help a regent to organize the local government in Local Environmental Management sector which was based on regional policy set by the governor. According to this, researcher was interested to research with problems as follow: How is BPLHD’s supervision of Liquid Waste Disposal Management PT Indo Lampung Perkasa Tulang Bawang and what is the inhibiting factor for BPLHD of liquid waste management PT Indo Lampung Perkasan Tulang Bawang. Research method used was normative juridical and empirical approach. The data sources used in this study consisted of primary data and secondary data and analyzed qualitatively.

The results of this research showed that the monitoring carried out in preventive and repressive form. Preventive supervision was made regular visited to the company and required company made reports relating to the waste disposal and submit proper companies' reports. Repressive surveillance conducted incidental in terms complaints / reports from the public, both individuals and groups (LSM). Limiting factors for BPLHD was the limited funds budgeted by Tulang Bawang Government, lack of adequate infrastructure, and inadequate number of experts / Human Resources (HR), especially in the court supervision's sector, compliance and inspectors.
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